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Here you can find the menu of Myroots in Miami. At the moment, there are 25 meals and drinks on the card. You
can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Myroots:

we tried all empanadas, the packaging, the arepa rellena, nuggets and vegan tres leches. all tasted great, but it
was very expensive (spent $75 including 2 juices) and we waited approx. 35 minutes. read more. What User

doesn't like about Myroots:
Ordered the zucchini noodle bowl, two empanadas, and the nuggets. The nuggets were the best, followed by the

zuke and the empanadas. The spinach one barely had any filling in it. I felt a bit shortchanged. Overall, food
wasn't too shabby but pricey at $31 total. I also picked up the coconut tres leches and the chocolate hazelnut
marquesa for dessert. Now these were delicious! I'd come back just for them. The one main... read more. The
visitors love it when Asian cuisine meets a bit of creativity. That's exactly what you can expect at the Myroots

from Miami, with its successful Asian fusion cuisine - the perfect blend of familiar meets the adventurous world of
fusion cuisine, The customers of the restaurant also appreciate the comprehensive variety of various coffee and
tea specialities that the establishment has to offer. It goes without saying that a suitable drink completes a meal;
therefore this gastropub provides a sophisticated diversity of fine and local alcoholic options, be it beer or wine,

Naturally, you should also taste the tasty burgers, accompanied by sides like fries, salads, or wedges served.
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So� drink�
JUICE

Spirit�
AMERICANO

Milchshake�
SMOOTHIE

Beverage�
JUICES

Sweet� & Dessert�
TRES LECHES

Popular Item�
SMOOTHIES

Coffe�
COFFEE

Vegetabl� Or Han� Rol�
ASPARAGUS

Appet�er�
NUGGETS

EMPANADAS

Burger�
VEGGIE BURGER

BEYOND BURGER

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BURGER

WRAP

Restauran� Categor�
DESSERT

VEGAN

AMERICAN

BAR

Ingredient� Use�
TRAVEL

CHOCOLATE

BEANS

ZUCCHINI

COCONUT

SPINAT

AVOCADO
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Opening Hours:
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